
Chapter 10

Electronic Wavefunctions Must Also Possess Proper Symmetry. These Include Angular

Momentum and Point Group Symmetries

I. Angular Momentum Symmetry and Strategies for Angular Momentum Coupling

Because the total Hamiltonian of a many-electron atom or molecule forms a

mutually commutative set of operators with S2 , Sz , and A = (√1/N!)Σp sp  P, the exact

eigenfunctions of H must be eigenfunctions of these operators. Being an eigenfunction of

A forces the eigenstates to be odd under all Pij. Any acceptable model or trial wavefunction

should be constrained to also be an eigenfunction of these symmetry operators.

If the atom or molecule has additional symmetries (e.g., full rotation symmetry for

atoms, axial rotation symmetry for linear molecules and point group symmetry for non-

linear polyatomics), the trial wavefunctions should also conform to these spatial

symmetries. This Chapter addresses those operators that commute with H, Pij, S2, and Sz

and among one another for atoms, linear, and non-linear molecules.

As treated in detail in Appendix G,  the full non-relativistic N-electron Hamiltonian

of an atom or molecule

H = Σ j(- h2/2m ∇j2 - Σa Zae2/rj,a) + Σ j<k e2/rj,k

commutes with the following operators:

i. The inversion operator i and the three components of the total orbital angular momentum

Lz = Σ jLz(j), Ly, Lx, as well as the components of the total spin angular momentum Sz, Sx,

and Sy for atoms (but not the individual electrons' Lz(j) , Sz(j), etc). Hence, L2, Lz, S2,

Sz are the operators we need to form eigenfunctions of, and L, ML, S, and MS are the

"good" quantum numbers.

ii. Lz = Σ jLz(j), as well as the N-electron Sx, Sy, and Sz  for linear molecules (also i, if

the molecule has a center of symmetry). Hence, Lz, S2, and Sz are the operators we need to

form eigenfunctions of, and ML, S, and MS are the "good" quantum numbers; L no longer

is!

iii. Sx, Sy, and Sz as well as all point group operations for non-linear polyatomic

molecules. Hence S2, Sz, and the point group operations are used to characterize the



functions we need to form. When we include spin-orbit coupling into H (this adds another

term to the potential that involves the spin and orbital angular momenta of the electrons),

L2, Lz, S2, Sz no longer commute with H. However, Jz = Sz + Lz and J2 = (L+S )2  now

do commute with H.

A. Electron Spin Angular Momentum

Individual electrons possess intrinsic spin characterized by angular momentum

quantum numbers s and ms ; for electrons, s = 1/2 and ms = 1/2, or -1/2. The ms =1/2 spin

state of the electron is represented by the symbol α and the ms = -1/2 state is represented by

β. These spin functions obey: S2 α = 1/2 (1/2 + 1)h2 α,
Sz α = 1/2h α, S2 β =1/2 (1/2 + 1) h2β,  and Sz β = -1/2hβ. The α and β spin functions

are connected via lowering S-  and raising S+ operators, which are defined in terms of the x

and y components of S  as follows: S+ = Sx +iSy, and S - = Sx -iSy. In particular S+β =

hα, S+α =0, S-α = hβ,
and S-β =0. These expressions are examples of the more general relations (these relations

are developed in detail in Appendix G) which all angular momentum operators and their

eigenstates obey:

J2 |j,m> = j(j+1)h2 |j,m>,

Jz |j,m> = mh |j,m>,

J+ |j,m> =h {j(j+1)-m(m+1)}1/2 |j,m+1>, and

J- |j,m>  =h {j(j+1)-m(m-1)}1/2 |j,m-1>.

In a many-electron system, one must combine the spin functions of the individual

electrons to generate eigenfunctions of the total Sz =Σ i Sz(i) ( expressions for Sx =Σ i Sx(i)

and Sy =Σ i Sy(i) also follow from the fact that the total angular momentum of a collection

of particles is the sum of the angular momenta, component-by-component, of the individual

angular momenta) and total S2 operators because only these operators commute with the

full Hamiltonian, H, and with the permutation operators Pij. No longer are the individual

S2(i) and Sz(i) good quantum numbers; these operators do not commute with Pij.

Spin states which are eigenfunctions of the total S2 and Sz can be formed by using

angular momentum coupling methods or the explicit construction methods detailed in



Appendix (G). In the latter approach, one forms, consistent with the given electronic

configuration, the spin state having maximum Sz eigenvalue (which is easy to identify as

shown below and which corresponds to a state with S equal to this maximum Sz

eigenvalue) and then generating states of lower Sz values and lower S values using the

angular momentum raising and lowering operators (S- =Σ i S- (i) and

S+ =Σ i S+ (i)).

To illustrate, consider a three-electron example with the configuration 1s2s3s.

Starting with the determinant | 1sα2sα3sα |, which has the maximum Ms =3/2 and hence

has S=3/2 (this function is denoted |3/2, 3/2>), apply S- in the additive form S- =Σ i S-(i) to

generate the following combination of three determinants:

h[| 1sβ2sα3sα | + | 1sα2sβ3sα | + | 1sα2sα3sβ |],

which, according to the above identities, must equal

h 3/2(3/2+1)-3/2(3/2-1)  | 3/2, 1/2>.

So the state |3/2, 1/2> with S=3/2 and Ms =1/2 can be solved for in terms of the three

determinants to give

|3/2, 1/2> = 1/√3[ | 1sβ2sα3sα | + | 1sα2sβ3sα | + | 1sα2sα3sβ | ].

The states with S=3/2 and Ms = -1/2 and -3/2 can be obtained by further application of S- to

|3/2, 1/2> (actually, the Ms= -3/2 can be identified as the "spin flipped" image of the state

with Ms =3/2 and the one with Ms =-1/2 can be formed by interchanging  all α's and β's in

the Ms = 1/2 state).

Of the eight total spin states (each electron can take on either α or β spin and there

are three electrons, so the number of states is 23), the above process has identified proper

combinations which yield the four states with S= 3/2. Doing so consumed the determinants

with Ms =3/2 and -3/2, one combination of the three determinants with MS =1/2, and one

combination of the three determinants with Ms =-1/2. There still remain two combinations

of the Ms =1/2 and two combinations of the Ms =-1/2 determinants to deal with. These

functions correspond to two sets of S = 1/2 eigenfunctions having

Ms = 1/2 and -1/2. Combinations of the determinants must be used in forming the S = 1/2

functions to keep the S = 1/2 eigenfunctions orthogonal to the above S = 3/2 functions

(which is required because S2 is a hermitian operator whose eigenfunctions belonging to

different eigenvalues must be orthogonal). The two independent S = 1/2, Ms = 1/2 states



can be formed by simply constructing combinations of the above three determinants with

Ms =1/2 which are orthogonal to the S = 3/2 combination given above and orthogonal to

each other. For example,

| 1/2, 1/2> = 1/√2[ | 1sβ2sα3sα | - | 1sα2sβ3sα | + 0x | 1sα2sα3sβ | ],

| 1/2, 1/2> = 1/√6[ | 1sβ2sα3sα | + | 1sα2sβ3sα | -2x | 1sα2sα3sβ | ]

are acceptable (as is any combination of these two functions generated by a unitary

transformation ). A pair of independent orthonormal states with S =1/2 and Ms = -1/2 can

be generated by applying S- to each of these two functions ( or by constructing a pair of

orthonormal functions which are combinations of the three determinants with Ms = -1/2 and

which are orthogonal to the S=3/2, Ms = -1/2 function obtained as detailed above).

The above treatment of a three-electron case shows how to generate quartet (spin

states are named in terms of their spin degeneracies 2S+1) and doublet states for a

configuration of the form

1s2s3s. Not all three-electron configurations have both quartet and doublet states; for

example, the 1s2 2s configuration only supports one doublet state. The methods used

above to generate S = 3/2 and

S = 1/2 states are valid for any three-electron situation; however, some of the determinental

functions vanish if doubly occupied orbitals occur as for 1s22s. In particular, the |

1sα1sα2sα | and

| 1sβ1sβ2sβ | Ms =3/2, -3/2 and | 1sα1sα2sβ | and | 1sβ1sβ2sα | Ms = 1/2, -1/2

determinants vanish because they violate the Pauli principle; only | 1sα1sβ2sα | and |

1sα1sβ2sβ | do not vanish. These two remaining determinants form the S = 1/2, Ms = 1/2,

-1/2 doublet spin functions which pertain to the 1s22s configuration. It should be noted that

all closed-shell components of a configuration (e.g., the 1s2 part of 1s22s or the 1s22s2 2p6

part of 1s22s2 2p63s13p1 ) must involve α and β spin functions for each doubly occupied

orbital and, as such, can contribute nothing to the total Ms value; only the open-shell

components need to be treated with the angular momentum operator tools to arrive at proper

total-spin eigenstates.

In summary, proper spin eigenfunctions must be constructed from antisymmetric

(i.e., determinental) wavefunctions as demonstrated above because the    total    S2 and    total    Sz

remain valid symmetry operators for many-electron systems. Doing so results in the spin-

adapted wavefunctions being expressed as combinations of determinants with coefficients

determined via spin angular momentum techniques as demonstrated above. In



configurations with closed-shell components, not all spin functions are possible because of

the antisymmetry of the wavefunction; in particular, any closed-shell parts must involve αβ
spin pairings for each of the doubly occupied orbitals, and, as such, contribute zero to the

total Ms.

B. Vector Coupling of Angular Momenta

Given two angular momenta (of any kind) L1 and L2, when one generates states

that are eigenstates of their vector sum L= L1+L2,

one can obtain L values of L1+L2, L1+L2-1, ...|L1-L2|. This can apply to two electrons for

which the total spin S can be 1 or 0 as illustrated in detail above, or to a p and a d orbital for

which the total orbital angular momentum L can be 3, 2, or 1. Thus for a p1d1 electronic

configuration, 3F, 1F, 3D, 1D, 3P, and 1P energy levels (and corresponding

wavefunctions) arise. Here the term symbols are specified as the spin degeneracy (2S+1)

and the letter that is associated with the L-value. If spin-orbit coupling is present, the 3F

level further splits into J= 4, 3, and 2 levels which are denoted 3F4, 3F3, and 3F2.

This simple "vector coupling" method applies to any angular momenta. However, if

the angular momenta are "equivalent" in the sense that they involve indistinguishable

particles that occupy the same orbital shell (e.g., 2p3 involves 3 equivalent electrons;

2p13p14p1 involves 3 non-equivalent electrons; 2p23p1 involves 2 equivalent electrons and

one non-equivalent electron), the Pauli principle eliminates some of the expected term

symbols (i.e., when the corresponding wavefunctions are formed, some vanish because

their Slater determinants vanish). Later in this section, techniques for dealing with the

equivalent-angular momenta case are introduced. These techniques involve using the above

tools to obtain a list of candidate term symbols after which Pauli-violating term symbols are

eliminated.

C. Non-Vector Coupling of Angular Momenta

For linear molecules, one does     not    vector couple the orbital angular momenta of the

individual electrons (because only Lz not L2 commutes with H), but one does vector couple

the electrons' spin angular momenta. Coupling of the electrons' orbital angular momenta

involves simply considering the various Lz eigenvalues that can arise from adding the Lz

values of the individual electrons. For example, coupling two π orbitals (each of which can

have m = ±1) can give ML=1+1, 1-1, -1+1, and -1-1, or 2, 0, 0, and -2. The level with

ML = ±2 is called a ∆ state (much like an orbital with m = ±2 is called a δ orbital), and the



two states with ML = 0 are called Σ states. States with Lz eigenvalues of ML and - ML are

degenerate because the total energy is independent of which direction the electrons are

moving about the linear molecule's axis (just a π+1 and π-1 orbitals are degenerate).

Again, if the two electrons are non-equivalent, all possible couplings arise (e.g., a

π1π' 1 configuration yields 3∆, 3Σ, 3Σ, 1∆, 1Σ, and 1Σ states). In contrast, if the two

electrons are equivalent, certain of the term symbols are Pauli forbidden. Again, techniques

for dealing with such cases are treated later in this Chapter.

D. Direct Products for Non-Linear Molecules

For non-linear polyatomic molecules, one vector couples the electrons' spin angular

momenta but their orbital angular momenta are not even considered. Instead, their point

group symmetries must be combined, by forming direct products, to determine the

symmetries of the resultant spin-orbital product states. For example, the b11b21

configuration in C2v symmetry gives rise to 3A2 and 1A2 term symbols. The e1e'1

configuration in C3v symmetry gives 3E, 3A2, 3A1, 1E, 1A2, and 1A1 term symbols. For

two equivalent electrons such as in the e2 configuration, certain of the 3E, 3A2, 3A1, 1E,
1A2, and 1A1 term symbols are Pauli forbidden. Once again, the methods needed to

identify which term symbols arise in the equivalent-electron case are treated later.

One needs to learn how to tell which term symbols will be Pauli excluded, and to

learn how to write the spin-orbit product wavefunctions corresponding to each term symbol

and to evaluate the corresponding term symbols' energies.

II. Atomic Term Symbols and Wavefunctions

A. Non-Equivalent Orbital Term Symbols

When coupling non-equivalent angular momenta (e.g., a spin and an orbital angular

momenta or two orbital angular momenta of non-equivalent electrons), one vector couples

using the fact that the coupled angular momenta range from the sum of the two individual

angular momenta to the absolute value of their difference. For example, when coupling the

spins of two electrons, the total spin S can be 1 or 0; when coupling a p and a d orbital, the

total orbital angular momentum can be 3, 2, or 1. Thus for a p1d1 electronic configuration,
3F, 1F, 3D, 1D, 3P, and 1P energy levels (and corresponding wavefunctions) arise. The

energy differences among these levels has to do with the different electron-electron

repulsions that occur in these levels; that is, their wavefunctions involve different



occupancy of the p and d orbitals and hence different repulsion energies. If spin-orbit

coupling is present, the L and S angular momenta are further vector coupled. For example,

the 3F level splits into J= 4, 3, and 2 levels which are denoted 3F4, 3F3, and 3F2. The

energy differences among these J-levels are caused by spin-orbit interactions.

B. Equivalent Orbital Term Symbols

If equivalent angular momenta are coupled (e.g., to couple the orbital angular

momenta of a p2 or d3 configuration), one must use the "box" method to determine which

of the term symbols, that would be expected to arise if the angular momenta were non-

equivalent, violate the Pauli principle. To carry out this step, one forms all possible unique

(determinental) product states with non-negative ML and MS values and arranges them into

groups according to their ML and MS values. For example, the boxes appropriate to the p2

orbital occupancy are shown below:



ML 2 1 0

---------------------------------------------------------

MS 1 |p1αp0α| |p1αp-1α|

0 |p1αp1β| |p1αp0β|, |p0αp1β| |p1αp-1β|,

|p-1αp1β|,

|p0αp0β|

There is no need to form the corresponding states with negative ML or negative MS  values

because they are simply "mirror images" of those listed above. For example, the state with

ML= -1 and MS = -1 is |p-1βp0β|, which can be obtained from the ML = 1, MS = 1 state

|p1αp0α| by replacing α by β and replacing p1 by p-1.

Given the box entries, one can identify those term symbols that arise by applying

the following procedure over and over until all entries have been accounted for:

1. One identifies the highest MS value (this gives a value of the total spin quantum number

that arises, S) in the box. For the above example, the answer is S = 1.

2. For all product states of    this    MS value, one identifies the highest ML value (this gives a

value of the total orbital angular momentum, L, that can arise    for this S    ). For the above

example, the highest ML within the MS =1 states is ML = 1 (not ML = 2), hence L=1.

3. Knowing an S, L combination, one knows the first term symbol that arises from this

configuration. In the p2 example, this is 3P.

4. Because the level with this L and S quantum numbers contains (2L+1)(2S+1) states with

ML and MS quantum numbers running from -L to L and from -S to S, respectively, one

must remove from the original box this number of product states. To do so, one simply

erases from the box one entry with each such ML and MS value. Actually, since the box

need only show those entries with non-negative ML and MS values, only these entries need

be explicitly deleted. In the 3P example, this amounts to deleting nine product states with

ML, MS values of 1,1; 1,0; 1,-1; 0,1; 0,0; 0,-1; -1,1; -1,0; -1,-1.

5. After deleting these entries, one returns to step 1 and carries out the process again. For

the p2 example, the box after deleting the first nine product states looks as follows (those

that appear in italics should be viewed as already cancelled in counting all of the 3P states):

ML 2 1 0

---------------------------------------------------------



MS 1 |p1αp0α| |p1αp-1α|

0 |p1αp1β| |p1αp0β|, |p0αp1β| |p1αp-1β|,

|p-1αp1β|,

|p0αp0β|

It should be emphasized that the process of deleting or crossing off entries in various ML,

MS  boxes involves only    counting     how many states there are; by no means do we identify

the particular L,S,ML,MS wavefunctions when we cross out any particular entry in a box.

For example, when the |p1αp0β| product is deleted from the ML= 1, MS=0 box in

accounting for the states in the 3P level, we do not claim that |p1αp0β| itself is a member of

the 3P level; the |p0αp1β| product state could just as well been eliminated when accounting

for the 3P states. As will be shown later, the 3P state with ML= 1, MS=0 will be a

combination of |p1αp0β| and |p0αp1β|.

Returning to the p2 example at hand, after the 3P term symbol's states have been

accounted for, the highest MS value is 0 (hence there is an S=0 state), and within this MS

value, the highest ML value is 2 (hence there is an L=2 state). This means there is a 1D

level with five states having ML = 2,1,0,-1,-2. Deleting five appropriate entries from the

above box (again denoting deletions by italics) leaves the following box:



ML 2 1 0

---------------------------------------------------------

MS 1 |p1αp0α| |p1αp-1α|

0 |p1αp1β| |p1αp0β|, |p0αp1β| |p1αp-1β|,

|p-1αp1β|,

|p0αp0β|

The only remaining entry, which thus has the highest MS and ML values, has MS = 0 and

ML = 0. Thus there is also a 1S level in the p2 configuration.

Thus, unlike the non-equivalent 2p13p1 case, in which 3P, 1P, 3D, 1D, 3S, and 1S

levels arise, only the 3P, 1D, and 1S arise in the p2 situation. This "box method" is

necessary to carry out whenever one is dealing with equivalent angular momenta.

If one has mixed equivalent and non-equivalent angular momenta, one can

determine    all    possible couplings of the equivalent angular momenta using this method and

then use the simpler vector coupling method to add the non-equivalent angular momenta to

   each     of these coupled angular momenta. For example, the p2d1 configuration can be

handled by vector coupling (using the straightforward non-equivalent procedure) L=2 (the

d orbital) and S=1/2 (the third electron's spin) to    each     of 3P, 1D, and 1S. The result is 4F,
4D, 4P, 2F, 2D, 2P, 2G, 2F, 2D, 2P, 2S, and 2D.

C. Atomic Configuration Wavefunctions

To express, in terms of Slater determinants, the wavefunctions corresponding to

each of the states in each of the levels, one proceeds as follows:

1. For each MS, ML combination for which one can write down only one product function

(i.e., in the non-equivalent angular momentum situation, for each case where only one

product function sits at a given box row and column point), that product function    itself    is

one of the desired states. For the p2 example, the |p1αp0α| and |p1αp-1α| (as well as their

four other ML and MS "mirror images") are members of the 3P level (since they have MS =

±1) and |p1αp1β| and its ML mirror image are members of the 1D level (since they have ML

= ±2).



2. After identifying as many such states as possible by inspection, one uses L± and S±  to

generate states that belong to the same term symbols as those already identified but which

have higher or lower ML  and/or MS  values.

3. If, after applying the above process, there are term symbols for which states have not yet

been formed, one may have to construct such states by forming linear combinations that are

orthogonal to all those states that have thus far been found.

To illustrate the use of raising and lowering operators to find the states that can not

be identified by inspection, let us again focus on the p2 case. Beginning with three of the
3P states that are easy to recognize, |p1αp0α|, |p1αp-1α|, and |p-1αp0α|, we apply S- to

obtain the MS=0 functions:

S- 3P(ML=1, MS=1) = [S-(1) + S-(2)] |p1αp0α|

= h(1(2)-1(0))1/2 3P(ML=1, MS=0)

= h(1/2(3/2)-1/2(-1/2))1/2 |p1βp0α| + h(1)1/2 |p1αp0β|,

so,
3P(ML=1, MS=0) = 2-1/2 [|p1βp0α| + |p1αp0β|].

The same process applied to |p1αp-1α| and |p-1αp0α| gives

1/√2[||p1αp-1β| + |p1βp-1α|] and 1/√2[||p-1αp0β| + |p-1βp0α|],

respectively.

The 3P(ML=1, MS=0) = 2-1/2 [|p1βp0α| + |p1αp0β| function can be acted on with

L- to generate 3P(ML=0, MS=0):

L- 3P(ML=1, MS=0) = [L-(1) + L-(2)] 2-1/2 [|p1βp0α| + |p1αp0β|]

= h(1(2)-1(0))1/2  3P(ML=0, MS=0)

=h(1(2)-1(0))1/2 2-1/2 [|p0βp0α| + |p0αp0β|]

+ h (1(2)-0(-1))1/2 2-1/2 [|p1βp-1α| + |p1αp-1β|],

so,
3P(ML=0, MS=0) = 2-1/2 [|p1βp-1α| + |p1αp-1β|].



The 1D term symbol is handled in like fashion. Beginning with the ML = 2 state

|p1αp1β|, one applies L- to generate the ML = 1 state:

L- 1D(ML=2, MS=0) = [L-(1) + L-(2)] |p1αp1β|

= h(2(3)-2(1))1/2 1D(ML=1, MS=0)

= h(1(2)-1(0))1/2 [|p0αp1β| + |p1αp0β|],

so,
1D(ML=1, MS=0) = 2-1/2 [|p0αp1β| + |p1αp0β|].

Applying L- once more generates the 1D(ML=0, MS=0) state:

L- 1D(ML=1, MS=0) = [L-(1) + L-(2)] 2-1/2 [|p0αp1β| + |p1αp0β|]

= h(2(3)-1(0))1/2 1D(ML=0, MS=0)

= h(1(2)-0(-1))1/2 2-1/2 [|p-1αp1β| + |p1αp-1β|]

+ h(1(2)-1(0))1/2 2-1/2 [|p0αp0β| + |p0αp0β|],

so,
1D(ML=0, MS=0) = 6-1/2[ 2|p0αp0β| + |p-1αp1β| + |p1αp-1β|].

Notice that the ML=0, MS=0 states of 3P and of 1D are given in terms of the three

determinants that appear in the "center" of the p2 box diagram:

1D(ML=0, MS=0) = 6-1/2[ 2|p0αp0β| + |p-1αp1β| + |p1αp-1β|],

3P(ML=0, MS=0) = 2-1/2 [|p1βp-1α| + |p1αp-1β|]

        = 2-1/2 [ -|p-1αp1β| + |p1αp-1β|].

The only state that has eluded us thus far is the 1S state, which also has ML=0 and MS=0.

To construct this state, which must also be some combination of the three determinants

with ML=0 and MS=0, we use the fact that the 1S wavefunction      must    be orthogonal to the



3P and 1D functions because 1S, 3P, and 1D are eigenfunctions of the hermitian operator L2

having different eigenvalues. The state that is normalized and is a combination of p0αp0β|,

|p-1αp1β|, and |p1αp-1β| is given as follows:

1S = 3-1/2 [ |p0αp0β| - |p-1αp1β| - |p1αp-1β|].

The procedure used here to form the 1S state illustrates point 3 in the above prescription for

determining wavefunctions. Additional examples for constructing wavefunctions for atoms

are provided later in this chapter and in Appendix G.

D. Inversion Symmetry

One more quantum number, that relating to the inversion (i) symmetry operator can

be used in atomic cases because the total potential energy V is unchanged when    all    of the

electrons have their position vectors subjected to inversion (i r = -r). This quantum number

is straightforward to determine. Because each L, S, ML, MS, H state discussed above

consist of a few (or, in the case of configuration interaction several) symmetry adapted

combinations of Slater determinant functions, the effect of the inversion operator on such a

wavefunction Ψ can be determined by:

(i) applying i to each orbital occupied in Ψ thereby generating a ± 1 factor for each

orbital (+1 for s, d, g, i, etc orbitals; -1 for p, f, h, j, etc orbitals),

(ii) multiplying these ± 1 factors to produce an overall sign for the character of Ψ
under i.

When this overall sign is positive, the function Ψ is termed "even" and its term symbol is

appended with an "e" superscript (e.g., the 3P level of the O atom, which has

1s22s22p4 occupancy is labeled 3Pe); if the sign is negative Ψ is called "odd" and the term

symbol is so amended (e.g., the 3P level of 1s22s12p1 B+ ion is labeled 3Po).

E. Review of Atomic Cases

The orbitals of an atom are labeled by l and m quantum numbers; the orbitals

belonging to a given energy and l value are 2l+1- fold degenerate. The many-electron

Hamiltonian, H, of an atom and the antisymmetrizer operator A = (√1/N!)Σp sp  P

commute with total Lz =Σ i Lz (i) , as in the linear-molecule case. The additional symmetry

present in the spherical atom reflects itself in the fact that Lx, and Ly now also commute

with H and A . However, since Lz does not commute with Lx or Ly, new quantum



numbers can not be introduced as symmetry labels for these other components of L. A new

symmetry label does arise when L2 = Lz2 + Lx2 + Ly2 is introduced; L2 commutes with H,

A , and Lz, so proper eigenstates (and trial wavefunctions) can be labeled with L, ML, S,

Ms, and H quantum numbers.

To identify the states which arise from a given atomic configuration and to construct

properly symmetry-adapted determinental wave functions corresponding to these

symmetries, one must employ L and ML and S and MS angular momentum tools. One first

identifies those determinants with maximum MS (this then defines the maximum S value

that occurs); within    that set    of determinants, one then identifies the determinant(s) with

maximum ML (this identifies the highest L value). This determinant has S and L equal to its

Ms and ML values (this can be verified, for example for L, by acting on this determinant

with L2 in the form

L2 = L-L+ + Lz2 + hLz

and realizing that L+ acting on the state must vanish);  other members of this L,S energy

level can be constructed by sequential application of S- and L- = Σ i  L-(i) . Having

exhausted a set of (2L+1)(2S+1) combinations of the determinants belonging to the given

configuration, one proceeds to apply the same procedure to the remaining determinants (or

combinations thereof). One identifies the maximum Ms and, within it, the maximum

ML which thereby specifies another S, L label and a new "maximum" state. The

determinental functions corresponding to these L,S (and various ML, Ms ) values can be

constructed by applying S- and L- to this "maximum" state. This process is continued until

all of the states and their determinental wave functions are obtained.

As illustrated above, any p2 configuration gives rise to 3Pe, 1De, and 1Se levels

which contain nine, five, and one state respectively. The use of L and S angular momentum

algebra tools allows one to identify the wavefunctions corresponding to these states. As

shown in detail in Appendix G, in the event that    spin-orbit    coupling causes the

Hamiltonian, H,  not to commute with L or with S  but only with their vector sum J= L +
S , then these L2 S2 Lz Sz eigenfunctions must be coupled (i.e., recombined) to generate J2

Jz eigenstates. The steps needed to effect this coupling are developed and illustrated for the

above p2 configuration case in Appendix G.

In the case of a pair of     non-equivalent    p orbitals (e.g., in a 2p13p1 configuration),

even more states would arise. They can also be found using the tools provided above.

Their symmetry labels can  be obtained by vector coupling (see Appendix G) the spin and

orbital angular momenta of the two subsystems. The orbital angular momentum coupling



with l = 1 and l = 1 gives L = 2, 1, and 0 or D, P, and S states. The spin angular

momentum coupling with s =1/2 and s = 1/2 gives S = 1 and 0, or triplet and singlet states.

So, vector coupling leads to the prediction that 3De, 1De, 3Pe, 1Pe, 3Se, and 1Se states can

be formed from a pair of non-equivalent p orbitals. It is seen that more states arise when

non-equivalent orbitals are involved; for equivalent orbitals, some determinants vanish,

thereby decreasing the total number of states that arise.

III. Linear Molecule Term Symbols and Wavefunctions

A. Non-Equivalent Orbital Term Symbols

Equivalent angular momenta arising in linear molecules also require use of

specialized angular momentum coupling. Their spin angular momenta are coupled exactly

as in the atomic case because both for atoms and linear molecules, S2 and Sz commute with

H. However, unlike atoms, linear molecules no longer permit L2 to be used as an operator

that commutes with H; Lz still does, but L2 does not. As a result, when coupling non-

equivalent linear molecule angular momenta, one vector couples the electron spins as

before. However, in place of vector coupling the individual orbital angular momenta, one

   adds     the individual Lz values to obtain the Lz values of the coupled system. For example,

the π1π' 1 configuration gives rise to S=1 and S=0 spin states. The individual ml values of

the two pi-orbitals can be added to give ML = 1+1, 1-1, -1+1, and -1-1, or 2, 0, 0, and -2.

The ML = 2 and -2 cases are degenerate (just as the ml= 2 and -2 δ orbitals are and the ml=

1 and -1 π orbitals are) and are denoted by the term symbol ∆; there are two distinct ML = 0

states that are denoted Σ. Hence, the π1π' 1 configuration yields 3∆, 3Σ, 3Σ, 1∆, 1Σ, and
1Σ term symbols.

B. Equivalent-Orbital Term Symbols

To treat the equivalent-orbital case π2, one forms a box diagram as in the atom case:

ML 2 1 0

---------------------------------------------------------

MS 1 |π1απ-1α|

0 |π1απ1β| |π1απ-1β|,



|π-1απ1β|

The process is very similar to that used for atoms. One first identifies the highest

MS  value (and hence an S value that occurs) and      within     that MS , the highest ML.

However, the highest ML does     not    specify an L-value, because L is no longer a "good

quantum number" because L2 no longer commutes with H. Instead, we simply take the

highest ML value (and minus this value) as specifying a Σ, Π, ∆, Φ, Γ, etc. term symbol.

In the above example, the highest MS value is MS = 1, so there is an S = 1 level. Within

MS = 1, the highest ML = 0; hence, there is a 3Σ level.

After deleting from the box diagram entries corresponding to MS  values ranging

from -S to S and ML values of ML and - ML, one has (again using italics to denote the

deleted entries):

ML 2 1 0

---------------------------------------------------------

MS 1 |π1απ-1α|

0 |π1απ1β| |π1απ-1β|,

|π-1απ1β|

Among the remaining entries, the highest MS value is MS = 0, and within this MS the

highest ML is ML = 2. Thus, there is a 1∆ state. Deleting entries with MS = 0 and ML = 2

and -2, one has left the following box diagram:

ML 2 1 0

---------------------------------------------------------

MS 1 |π1απ-1α|

0 |π1απ1β| |π1απ-1β|,

|π-1απ1β|

There still remains an entry with MS = 0 and ML = 0; hence, there is also a 1Σ level.

Recall that the non-equivalent π1π' 1 case yielded 3∆, 3Σ, 3Σ, 1∆, 1Σ, and 1Σ term

symbols. The equivalent π2 case yields only  3Σ, 1∆,  and 1Σ term symbols. Again,



whenever one is faced with equivalent angular momenta in a linear-molecule case, one must

use the box method to determine the allowed term symbols. If one has a mixture of

equivalent and non-equivalent angular momenta, it is possible to treat the equivalent angular

momenta using boxes and to then add in the non-equivalent angular momenta using the

more straightforward technique. For example, the π2δ1 configuration can be treated by

coupling the π2 as above to generate 3Σ, 1∆,  and 1Σ and then vector coupling the spin of

the third electron and additively coupling the ml = 2 and -2 of the third orbital. The

resulting term symbols are 4∆, 2∆, 2Γ, 2Σ, 2Σ, and 2∆ (e.g., for the 1∆ intermediate state,

adding the δ orbital's ml values gives total ML values of ML = 2+2, 2-2, -2+2, and

-2-2, or 4, 0, 0, and -4).

C. Linear-Molecule Configuration Wavefunctions

Procedures analogous to those used for atoms can be applied to linear molecules.

However, in this case only S± can be used; L± no longer applies because L is no longer a

good quantum number. One begins as in the atom case by identifying determinental

functions for which ML and MS are unique. In the π2 example considered above, these

states include |π1απ-1α|, |π1απ1β|, and their mirror images. These states are members of

the 3Σ and 1∆ levels, respectively, because the first has MS=1 and because the latter has

ML = 2.

Applying S- to this 3Σ state with MS=1 produces the 3Σ state with MS = 0:

S- 3Σ(ML=0, MS=1) = [S-(1) + S-(2)] |π1απ-1α|

= h(1(2)-1(0))1/2 3Σ(ML=0, MS=0)

= h (1)1/2 [|π1βπ-1α| + |π1απ-1β|],

so,
3Σ(ML=0, MS=0) = 2-1/2 [|π1βπ-1α| + |π1απ-1β|].

The only other state that can have ML=0 and MS=0 is the 1Σ state, which must itself be a

combination of the two determinants, |π1βπ-1α| and |π1απ-1β|, with ML=0 and MS=0.

Because the 1Σ state has to be orthogonal to the 3Σ state, the combination must be

1Σ = 2-1/2 [|π1βπ-1α| - |π1απ-1β|].



As with the atomic systems, additional examples are provided later in this chapter and in

Appendix G.

D. Inversion Symmetry and σv Reflection Symmetry

For homonuclear molecules (e.g., O2, N2, etc.) the inversion operator i (where

inversion of all electrons now takes place through the center of mass of the nuclei rather

than through an individual nucleus as in the atomic case) is also a valid symmetry, so

wavefunctions Ψ may also be labeled as even or odd. The former functions are referred to

as gerade (g) and the latter as ungerade (u) (derived from the German words for even

and odd). The g or u character of a term symbol is straightforward to determine. Again one

(i) applies i to each orbital occupied in Ψ thereby generating a ± 1 factor for each

orbital (+1 for σ, π*, δ, φ*, etc orbitals; -1 for σ*, π, δ*, φ, etc orbitals),

(ii) multiplying these ± 1 factors to produce an overall sign for the character of Ψ
under i.

When this overall sign is positive, the function Ψ is gerade and its term symbol is

appended with a "g" subscript (e.g., the 3Σ level of the O2 molecule, which has

πu4πg*2 occupancy is labeled 3Σg); if the sign is negative, Ψ is ungerade and the term

symbol is so amended (e.g., the 3Π level of the 1σg21σu22σg11πu1 configuration of the

Li2 molecule is labeled 3Πu).

Finally, for linear molecules in Σ states, the wavefunctions can be labeled by one

additional quantum number that relates to their symmetry under reflection of    all    electrons

through a σv plane passing through the molecule's C∞ axis. If Ψ is even, a + sign is

appended as a superscript to the term symbol; if Ψ is odd, a - sign is added.

To determine the σv symmetry of Ψ, one first applies σv to each orbital in Ψ.

Doing so replaces the azimuthal angle φ of the electron in that orbital by 2π-φ; because

orbitals of linear molecules depend on φ as exp(imφ), this changes the orbital into exp(im(-

φ)) exp(2πim) = exp(-imφ). In effect, σv applied to Ψ changes the signs of all of the m

values of the orbitals in Ψ. One then determines whether the resultant σvΨ is equal to or

opposite in sign from the original Ψ by inspection. For example, the 3Σg ground state of

O2, which has a Slater determinant function

|S=1, MS=1> = |π*1απ*-1α|

= 2-1/2 [ π*1(r1)α1 π*-1(r2)α2 - π*1(r2)α2 π*-1(r1)α1 ].



Recognizing that σv π*1 = π*-1 and σv π*-1= π*1, then gives

σv |S=1, MS=1> = |π*1απ*-1α|

= 2-1/2 [ π*-1(r1)α1 π*1(r2)α2 - π*-1(r2)α2 π*1(r1)α1 ]

= (-1) 2-1/2 [ π*1(r1)α1 π*-1(r2)α2 - π*1(r2)α2 π*-1(r1)α1 ],

so this wavefunction is odd under σv which is written as 3Σg-.

E. Review of Linear Molecule Cases

Molecules with axial symmetry have orbitals of σ, π, δ, φ, etc symmetry; these

orbitals carry angular momentum about the z-axis in amounts (in units of h) 0, +1 and -1,

+2 and -2, +3 and -3, etc. The axial point-group symmetries of configurations formed by

occupying such orbitals can be obtained by adding, in all possible ways, the angular

momenta contributed by each orbital to arrive at a set of possible total angular momenta.

The eigenvalue of total Lz = Σ i Lz(i) is a valid quantum number because total Lz commutes

with the Hamiltonian and with Pij; one obtains the eigenvalues of total Lz by adding the

individual spin-orbitals' m eigenvalues because of the additive form of the Lz operator. L2

no longer commutes with the Hamiltonian, so it is no longer appropriate to construct N-

electron functions that are eigenfunctions of L2. Spin symmetry is treated as usual via the

spin angular momentum methods described in the preceding sections and in Appendix G.

For molecules with centers of symmetry (e.g., for homonuclear diatomics or ABA linear

triatomics),  the many-electron spin-orbital product inversion symmetry, which is equal to

the product of the individual spin-orbital inversion symmetries, provides another quantum

number with which the states can be labeled. Finally the σv symmetry of Σ states can be

determined by changing the m values of all orbitals in Ψ and then determining whether the

resultant function is equal to Ψ or to -Ψ.

If, instead of a π2 configuration like that treated above, one had a δ2 configuration,

the above analysis would yield 1Γ , 1Σ and 3Σ symmetries (because the two δ orbitals' m

values could be combined as 2 + 2, 2 - 2 , -2 + 2, and -2 -2); the wavefunctions would be

identical to those given above with the π1 orbitals replaced by δ2 orbitals and π-1 replaced

by δ-2. Likewise, φ2 gives rise to 1Ι, 1Σ, and 3Σ symmetries.



For a π1π' 1 configuration in which two non-equivalent π orbitals (i.e., orbitals

which are of π symmetry but which are not both members of the same degenerate set; an

example would be the π and π* orbitals in the B2 molecule) are occupied, the above

analysis must be expanded by including determinants of the form: |π1απ ' 1α|,

|π-1απ ' -1α|, |π1βπ ' 1β|, |π-1βπ ' -1β|. Such determinants were excluded in the π 2  case

because they violated the Pauli principle (i.e., they vanish identically when π' = π).

Determinants of the form |π' 1απ-1α|, |π' 1απ1β|, |π' -1απ-1β|, |π' 1βπ−1β|, |π' 1απ−1β|, and

|π' 1βπ-1α| are now distinct and must be included as must  the determinants  |π1απ ' -1α|,

|π1απ ' 1β|, |π-1απ ' -1β|, |π1βπ ' −1β|, |π1απ ' −1β|, and |π1βπ ' -1α|, which are analogous to

those used above. The result is that there are more possible determinants in the case of non-

equivalent orbitals. However, the techniques for identifying space-spin symmetries and

creating proper determinental wavefunctions are the same as in the equivalent-orbital case.

For any π2 configuration, one finds 1∆, 1Σ, and 3Σ wavefunctions as detailed

earlier; for the π1π' 1 case, one finds 3∆, 1∆, 3Σ, 1Σ, 3Σ, and 1Σ  wavefunctions by

starting with the determinants with the maximum Ms value, identifying states by their |ML|

values, and using spin angular momentum algebra and orthogonality to generate states with

lower Ms and, subsequently, lower S values. Because L2 is not an operator of relevance in

such cases, raising and lowering operators relating to L are     not    used to generate states with

lower Λ values. States with specific Λ values are formed by occupying the orbitals in all

possible manners and simply computing Λ as the absolute value of the sum of the

individual orbitals' m-values.

If a center of symmetry is present, all of the states arising from π2 are gerade;

however, the states arising from π1π' 1 can be gerade if  π and π' are both g or both u or

ungerade if π and π' are of opposite inversion symmetry.

The state symmetries appropriate to the non-equivalent π1π' 1 case can,

alternatively, be identified by "coupling" the spin and Lz angular momenta of  two

"independent" subsystems-the π1 system which gives rise to 2Π symmetry (with ML =1

and -1 and S =1/2) and the π' 1 system which also give 2Π symmetry. The coupling gives

rise to triplet and singlet spins (whenever two full vector angular momenta | j,m> and |

j',m'> are coupled, one can obtain total angular momentum values of J =j+j', j+j'-1, j+j'-

2,... |j-j'|; see Appendix G for details) and to ML values of 1+1=2, -1-1=-2, 1-1=0 and -

1+1=0 (i.e., to ∆, Σ, and Σ states). The Lz  angular momentum coupling is     not    carried out

in the full vector coupling scheme used for the electron spins because, unlike the spin case

where one is forming eigenfunctions of total S2 and Sz, one is only forming Lz eigenstates

(i.e., L2 is not a valid quantum label). In the case of axial angular momentum coupling, the

various possible ML values of each subsystem are added to those of the other subsystem to



arrive at the total ML value. This angular momentum coupling approach gives the same set

of symmetry labels ( 3∆, 1∆, 3Σ, 1Σ, 3Σ, and 1Σ ) as are obtained by considering all of the

determinants of the composite system as treated above.

IV. Non-Linear Molecule Term Symbols and Wavefunctions

A. Term Symbols for Non-Degenerate Point Group Symmetries

The point group symmetry labels of the individual orbitals which are occupied in

any determinental wave function can be used to determine the overall spatial symmetry of

the determinant. When a point group symmetry operation is applied to a determinant, it acts

on all of the electrons in the determinant; for example, σv |φ1φ2φ3| = |σvφ1σvφ2σvφ3|. If

each of the spin-orbitals φi belong to non-degenerate representations of the point group,

σvφi will yield the character χi(σv) appropriate to that spin-orbital multiplying φi. As a

result, σv |φ1φ2φ3| will equal the product of the three characters ( one for each spin-orbital)

Πi χi(σv) times |φ1φ2φ3|. This gives an example of how the symmetry of a spin-orbital

product (or an antisymmetrized product) is given as the     direct product    of the symmetries of

the individual spin-orbitals in the product; the point group symmetry operator, because of

its product nature, passes through or commutes with the antisymmetrizer.  It should be

noted that any closed-shell parts of the determinant (e.g.,1a122a121b22 in the configuration

1a122a121b22 1b11 ) contribute unity to the direct product because the squares of the

characters of any non-degenerate point group for any group operation equals unity.

Therefore, only the open-shell parts need to be considered further in the symmetry

analysis.  For a brief introduction to point group symmetry and the use of direct products in

this context, see Appendix E.

An example will help illustrate these ideas. Consider the formaldehyde molecule

H2CO in C2v symmetry. The configuration which dominates the ground-state

wavefunction has doubly occupied O and C 1s orbitals, two CH bonds, a CO σ bond, a

CO π bond, and two O-centered lone pairs; this configuration is described in terms of

symmetry adapted orbitals as follows: (1a122a123a121b22

4a121b125a122b22) and is of 1A1  symmetry because it is entirely closed-shell (note that

lower case letters are used to denote the symmetries of orbitals and capital letters are used

for many-electron functions' symmetries).

The lowest-lying n=>π* states correspond to a configuration (only those orbitals

whose occupancies differ from those of the ground state are listed) of the form 2b212b11,

which gives rise to 1A2  and 3A2 wavefunctions (the direct product of the open-shell spin



orbitals is used to obtain the symmetry of the product wavefunction: A2 =b1 x b2). The π
=> π* excited configuration 1b112b11 gives 1A1 and 3A1 states because b1 x b1 = A1.

The only angular momentum coupling that occurs in non-linear molecules involves

the electron spin angular momenta, which are treated in a vector coupling manner. For

example, in the lowest-energy state of formaldehyde, the orbitals are occupied in the

configuration 1a122a123a121b224a121b125a122b22. This configuration has only a single

entry in its "box". Its highest MS value is MS = 0, so there is a singlet S = 0 state. The

spatial symmetry of this singlet state is totally symmetric A1 because this is a closed-shell

configuration.

The lowest-energy nπ* excited configuration of formaldehyde has a

1a122a123a121b224a121b125a122b212b11 configuration, which has a total of four entries in

its "box" diagram:

MS = 1 |2b21α2b11α|,

MS = 0 |2b21α2b11β|,

MS = 0 |2b21β2b11α|,

MS = -1 |2b21β2b11β|.

The highest MS value is MS = 1, so there is an S = 1 state. After deleting one entry each

with MS = 1, 0, and -1, there is one entry left with MS = 0. Thus, there is an S = 0 state

also.

As illustrated above, the spatial symmetries of these four S = 1 and S = 0 states are

obtained by forming the direct product of the "open-shell" orbitals that appear in this

configuration: b2 x b1 = A2.

All four states have this spatial symmetry. In summary, the above configuration yields 3A2

and 1A2 term symbols. The π1π*1 configuration 1a122a123a121b224a121b115a122b222b11

produces 3A1 and 1A1 term symbols (because b1 x b1 = A1).

B. Wavefunctions for Non-Degenerate Non-Linear Point Molecules

The techniques used earlier for linear molecules extend easily to non-linear

molecules. One begins with those states that can be straightforwardly identified as unique

entries within the box diagram. For polyatomic molecules with no degenerate

representations, the spatial symmetry of each box entry is identical and is given as the direct

product of the open-shell orbitals. For the formaldehyde example considered earlier, the

spatial symmetries of the nπ* and ππ* states were A2 and A1, respectively.



After the unique entries of the box have been identified, one uses S± operations to

find the other functions. For example, the wavefunctions of the 3A2 and 1A2 states of the

nπ* 1a122a123a121b224a121b125a122b212b11 configuration of formaldehyde are formed by

first identifying the MS = ±1 components of the S = 1 state as |2b2α2b1α| and |2b2β2b1β|

(all of the closed-shell components of the determinants are not explicitly given). Then,

applying S- to the MS = 1 state, one obtains the MS = 0 component (1/2)1/2 [|2b2β2b1α| +

|2b2α2b1β| ]. The singlet state is then constructed as the combination of the two

determinants appearing in the S = 1, MS = 0 state that is orthogonal to this triplet state. The

result is (1/2)1/2 [|2b2β2b1α| - |2b2α2b1β| ].

The results of applying these rules to the nπ* and ππ* states are as follows:

3A2 (Ms = 1) =|1a1α1a1β2a1α2a1β3a1α3a1β1b2α1b2β4a1α4a1β1β1α1b1β

5a1α5a1β2b2α2b1α|,

3A2 (Ms =0) = 1/√2 [|2b2α2b1β| + |2b2β2b1α|],

3A2 (MS = -1) = |2b2β2b1β|,
1A2 = 1/√2 [|2b2α2b1β| - |2b2β2b1α|].

The lowest ππ* states of triplet and singlet spin involve the following:

3A1 (Ms =1) = |1b1α2b1α|,

1A1 = 1/√2 [|1b1α2b1β| - |1b1β2b1α|].

In summary, forming spatial- and spin- adapted determinental functions for

molecules whose point groups have no degenerate representations is straightforward. The

direct product of all of the open-shell spin orbitals gives the point-group symmetry of the

determinant. The spin symmetry is handled using the spin angular momentum methods

introduced and illustrated earlier.

C. Extension to Degenerate Representations for Non-Linear Molecules

Point groups in which degenerate orbital symmetries appear can be treated in like

fashion but require more analysis because a symmetry operation R  acting on a degenerate



orbital generally yields a linear combination of the degenerate orbitals rather than a multiple

of the original orbital (i.e., R φi = χi(R) φi is no longer valid). For example, when a pair of

degenerate orbitals (denoted e1 and e2 ) are involved, one has

R ei =Σ j  Rij ej,

where Rij is the 2x2 matrix representation of the effect of R  on the two orbitals. The effect

of R  on a product of orbitals can be expressed as:

R  eiej =Σk,l Rik Rjl ekel .

The matrix Rij,kl = Rik Rjl represents the effect of R  on the orbital products in the same

way Rik represents the effect of R  on the orbitals. One says that the orbital products also

form a basis for a representation of the point group. The character (i.e., the trace) of the

representation matrix Rij,kl appropriate to the orbital product basis is seen to equal the

product of the characters of the matrix Rik appropriate to the orbital basis: χe2(R) =

χe(R)χe(R), which is, of course, why the term "direct product" is used to describe this

relationship.

For point groups which contain no degenerate representations, the direct product of

one symmetry with another is equal to a unique symmetry; that is, the characters χ(R)

obtained as χa(R)χb(R) belong to a pure symmetry and can be immediately identified in a

point-group character table. However, for point groups in which degenerate representations

occur, such is not the case. The direct product characters will, in general, not correspond to

the characters of a single representation; they will contain contributions from more than one

representation and these contributions will have to be sorted out using the tools provided

below.

A concrete example will help clarify these concepts. In C3v symmetry, the π
orbitals of the cyclopropenyl anion transform according to a1 and e symmetries

                                  a1 e1 e2



and can be expressed as LCAO-MO's in terms of the individual pi orbitals as follows:

a1 =1/√3 [ p1 + p2 + p3], e1 = 1/√2 [ p1 - p3],

and

e2 = 1/√6 [ 2 p2 -p1 -p3].

For the anion's lowest energy configuration, the orbital occupancy a12e2 must be

considered, and hence the spatial and spin symmetries arising from the e2 configuration are

of interest. The character table shown below

          

C3v

e

a2

a1 1                     1                       1

1                    -1                       1

2                      0                      -1

     E                   3σv                     2 C3

allows one to compute the characters appropriate to the direct product (e x e) as χ(E) = 2x2

=4, χ(σv) = 0x0 =0, χ(C3) = (-1)x(-1) =1.

This    reducible    representation (the occupancy of two e orbitals in the anion gives rise to

more than one state, so the direct product e x e contains more than one symmetry

component) can be decomposed into pure symmetry components (labels Γ are used to

denote the irreducible symmetries) by using the decomposition formula given in Appendix

E:

n(Γ) = 1/g ΣR χ(R)χΓ(R).



Here g is the order of the group (the number of symmetry operations in the group- 6 in this

case) and χΓ(R) is the character for the particular symmetry Γ whose component in the

direct product is being calculated.

For the case given above, one finds n(a1) =1, n(a2) = 1, and n(e) =1; so within the

configuration e2 there is one A1 wavefunction, one A2 wavefunction and a pair of E

wavefunctions (where the symmetry labels now refer to the symmetries of the

determinental wavefunctions). This analysis tells one how many different wavefunctions of

various spatial symmetries are contained in a configuration in which degenerate orbitals are

fractionally occupied. Considerations of spin symmetry and the construction of proper

determinental wavefunctions, as developed earlier in this Section, still need to be applied to

each spatial symmetry case.

To generate the proper A1, A2, and E wavefunctions of singlet and triplet spin

symmetry (thus far, it is not clear which spin can arise for each of the three above spatial

symmetries; however, only singlet and triplet spin functions can arise for this two-electron

example), one can apply the following (un-normalized) symmetry projection operators (see

Appendix E where these projectors are introduced) to all  determinental wavefunctions

arising from the e2 configuration:

PΓ = ΣR χΓ(R) R  .

Here, χΓ(R) is the character belonging to symmetry Γ for the symmetry operation R .

Applying this projector to a determinental function of the form |φiφj| generates a sum of

determinants with coefficients determined by the matrix representations Rik:

PΓ |φiφj| = ΣR Σkl χΓ(R) RikRjl |φkφl|.

For example, in the e2 case, one can apply the projector to the determinant with the

maximum Ms value to obtain

PΓ |e1αe2α| = ΣR χΓ(R) [R11R22 |e1αe2α| + R12R21 |e2αe1α|]

= ΣR χΓ(R) [R11R22 -R12R21 ] |e1αe2α|,

or to the other two members of this triplet manifold, thereby obtaining

 PΓ |e1βe2β|  = ΣR χΓ(R) [R11R22 -R12R21 ] |e1βe2β|



and

PΓ 1/√2 [|e1αe2β| +|e1βe2α|] = ΣR χΓ(R) [R11R22 -R12R21 ] 

1/√2[|e1αe2β| +|e1βe2α|] .

The other (singlet) determinants can be symmetry analyzed in like fashion and result in the

following:

PΓ  |e1αe1β| = ΣR χΓ(R){R11R11|e1αe1β| +R12R12 |e2αe2β| +R11R12

[|e1αe2β|-|e1βe2α|]},

PΓ  |e2αe2β| = ΣR χΓ(R){R22R22 |e2αe2β| + R21R21|e1αe1β| + R22R21 

[|e2αe1β| -|e2βe1α|]},

and

PΓ  1/√2[|e1αe2β| - |e1βe2α|] = ΣR χΓ(R) {√2 R11R21|e1αe1β|

+√2 R22R12|e2αe2β| + ( R11R22 +R12R21) [|e1αe2β| -|e1βe2α|]}.

To make further progress, one needs to evaluate the Rik matrix elements for the

particular orbitals given above and to then use these explicit values in the above equations.

The matrix representations for the two e orbitals can easily be formed and are as follows:

   

C'3C3σ''v

σ'vσvE

-1/2  -√3/2
- √3/2   1/2

 -1/2  √3/2
- √3/2  -1/2

-1/2  -√3/2
√3/2  -1/2

-1/2  √3/2
√3/2   1/2

-1  0
0    1

1   0
0   1

.

Turning first to the three triplet functions, one notes that the effect of the symmetry

projector acting on each of these three was the following multiple of the respective function:

ΣR χΓ(R) [R11R22



-R12R21 ]. Evaluating this sum for each of the three symmetries Γ = A1, A2, and E, one

obtains values of 0, 2, and 0 , respectively. That is, the projection of the each of the

original triplet determinants gives zero except for A2 symmetry. This allows one to

conclude that there are no A1  or E triplet functions in this case; the triplet functions are of

pure 3A2 symmetry.

Using the explicit values for Rik matrix elements in the expressions given above for

the projection of each of the singlet determinental functions, one finds only the following

non-vanishing contributions:

(i) For A1 symmetry- P |e1αe1β| = 3[ |e1αe1β| + |e2αe2β|] = P |e2αe2β|,

(ii) For A2 symmetry- all projections vanish,

(iii) For E symmetry- P |e1αe1β| = 3/2 [|e1αe1β| - |e2αe2β|] = -P |e2αe2β|

and P1/√2[|e1αe2β| - |e1βe2α|] = 3 1/√2[|e1αe2β| - |e1βe2α|].

Remembering that the projection process does not lead to a normalized function, although it

does generate a function of pure symmetry, one can finally write down the normalized

symmetry-adapted singlet functions as:

(i) 1A1 =  1/√2[|e1αe1β| + |e2αe2β|],

(ii) 1E = { 1/√2[|e1αe1β| - |e2αe2β|], and 1/√2[|e1αe2β| - |e1βe2α|] }.

The triplet functions given above are:

(iii) 3A2 = { |e1αe2α|, 1/√2[|e1αe2β| +|e1βe2α|], and |e1βe2β| }.

In summary, whenever one has partially occupied degenerate orbitals, the

characters corresponding to the direct product of the open-shell orbitals (as always, closed-

shells contribute nothing to the symmetry analysis and can be ignored, although their

presence must, of course, be specified when one finally writes down complete symmetry-

adapted wavefunctions) must be reduced to identify the spatial symmetry components of

the configuration. Given knowledge of the various spatial symmetries, one must then form

determinental wavefunctions of each possible space and spin symmetry. In doing so, one



starts with the maximum Ms function and uses spin angular momentum algebra and

orthogonality to form proper spin eigenfunctions, and then employs point group projection

operators (which require the formation of the Rik representation matrices). Antisymmetry,

as embodied in the determinants, causes some space-spin symmetry combinations to vanish

(e.g., 3A1 and 3E and 1A2 in the above example) thereby enforcing the Pauli principle. This

procedure, although tedious, is guaranteed to generate all space- and spin-symmetry

adapted determinants for any configuration involving degenerate orbitals. The results of

certain such combined spin and spatial symmetry analyses have been tabulated. For

example, in Appendix 11 of Atkins such information is given in the form of tables of direct

products for several common point groups.

For cases in which one has a     non-equivalent    set of degenerate orbitals (e.g., for a

configuration whose open-shell part is e1e'1), the procedure is exactly the same as above

except that the determination of the possible space-spin symmetries is more

straightforward. In this case, singlet and triplet functions exist for all three space

symmetries- A1, A2, and E, because the Pauli principle does not exclude determinants of

the form |e1αe'1α| or |e2βe'2β|, whereas the equivalent determinants (|e1αe1α| or |e2βe2β|)

vanish when the degenerate orbitals belong to the same set (in which case, one says that the

orbitals are equivalent).

For all point, axial rotation, and full rotation group symmetries, this observation

holds: if the orbitals are equivalent, certain space-spin symmetry combinations will vanish

due to antisymmetry; if the orbitals are not equivalent, all space-spin symmetry

combinations consistent with the content of the direct product analysis are possible. In

either case, one must proceed through the construction of determinental wavefunctions as

outlined above.

V. Summary

The ability to identify all term symbols and to construct all determinental

wavefunctions that arise from a given electronic configuration is important. This

knowledge allows one to understand and predict the changes (i.e., physical couplings due

to external fields or due to collisions with other species and chemical couplings due to

interactions with orbitals and electrons of a 'ligand' or another species) that each state

experiences when the atom or molecule is subjected to some interaction. Such

understanding plays central roles in interpreting the results of experiments in spectroscopy

and chemical reaction dynamics.



The essence of this analysis involves being able to write each wavefunction as a

combination of determinants each of which involves occupancy of particular spin-orbitals.

Because different spin-orbitals interact differently with, for example, a colliding molecule,

the various determinants will interact differently. These differences thus give rise to

different interaction potential energy surfaces.

For example, the Carbon-atom 3P(ML=1, MS=0) = 2-1/2 [|p1βp0α| + |p1αp0β|] and
3P(ML=0, MS=0) = 2-1/2 [|p1βp-1α| + |p1αp-1β|] states interact quite differently in a

collision with a closed-shell Ne atom. The ML = 1 state's two determinants both have an

electron in an orbital directed toward the Ne atom (the 2p0 orbital) as well as an electron in

an orbital directed perpendicular to the C-Ne internuclear axis (the 2p1 orbital); the ML = 0

state's two determinants have both electrons in orbitals directed perpendicular to the C-Ne

axis. Because Ne is a closed-shell species, any electron density directed toward it will

produce a "repulsive" antibonding interaction. As a result, we expect the ML = 1 state to

undergo a more repulsive interaction with the Ne atom than the ML = 0 state.

Although one may be tempted to 'guess' how the various 3P(ML) states interact

with a Ne atom by making an analogy between the three ML states within the 3P level and

the three orbitals that comprise a set of p-orbitals, such analogies are not generally valid.

The wavefunctions that correspond to term symbols are N-electron functions; they describe

how N spin-orbitals are occupied and, therefore, how N spin-orbitals will be affected by

interaction with an approaching 'ligand' such as a Ne atom. The net effect of the ligand will

depend on the occupancy of all N spin-orbitals.

To illustrate this point, consider how the 1S state of Carbon would be expected to

interact with an approaching Ne atom. This term symbol's wavefunction 1S = 3-1/2 [

|p0αp0β| - |p-1αp1β|

- |p1αp-1β|] contains three determinants, each with a 1/3 probability factor. The first,

|p0αp0β|, produces a repulsive interaction with the closed-shell Ne; the second and third,

|p-1αp1β| and |p1αp-1β|, produce attractive interactions because they allow the Carbon's

vacant p0 orbital to serve in a Lewis acid capacity and accept electron density from Ne. The

net effect is likely to be an attractive interaction because of the equal weighting of these

three determinants in the 1S wavefunction. This result could not have been 'guessed' by

making making analogy with how an s-orbital interacts with a Ne atom; the 1S state and an

s-orbital are distinctly different in this respect.


